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TOBSIDES
CLOTHHALL COURT, LEEDS - 24/ 01/ 2020

This year is our third installment and we
are very glad to bring your an exciting
line-up. We have a stellar programme of
talks, some amazing villages, excellent
workshops, and lots of fun and hackery to
be had!
Our theme is VISION - yes, partly because Mark likes a pun, but
also because we want to encourage our participants to think
about what their vision for the industry is How can it be improved? Where are we failing? What are we
doing right? Where can we look to make massive
improvements.
We hope you enjoy this conference - to all our sponsors,
speakers, helpers, volunteers, and participants, we want to
extend a heartfelt thank you!
-- The BSides Leeds Organisers.
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SCHEDULE
Time

Track 1

Track 2

0900

Opening Remarks - Mark C., to 0915

0915

Keynote - Dan Cuthbert

1015

COFFEE

1030

Dan Murphy - Building a Data Driven
AppSec programme with Kiln

Rio Sherri - Introducing Office 365
Attack Toolkit

Darren Martyn - Account Shops,
Credential Stuffing, and Dumps. A look
at a microcosm of the cybercrime
ecosystem.

Steve Wilson - Confessions of a
Lock Collector

Glenn Pegden - Confessions of a 90's
Hacker Scene

Lunch

1100
1130

1200
1230

1300
1330

Later Lunch (food available until 14:15)

1400

The Quantum Zone - Dr. Anne
Ghesquiere and Dr. Freya Wilson

1430

1500

Dan Smart - A Rainbow of Grey

1530

Neil Lines - Rogue

1600
1630

1700

COFFEE
Callum Lake - Academia is Failing
Infosec - How Industry Can Help

Jake ORGLeeds - Phineas Fisher

Closing Plenary - Mark C.
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SCHEDULE
Time

Track 3 & Rookie Track

Workshop track

0900

Opening Remarks - Mark C., to 0915

0915

Keynote - Dan Cuthbert

1015

COFFEE

1030

Rael Sasiak-Rushby - A brief history of
anti-piracy

Cookie - Firmware Extraction with
Open Source Tools

1100
1130

Tom Hargreaves - All about Kazaa

1200
1230

Lunch

1300
1330

Later Lunch (food available until 14:15)

1400

Matthew Haynes & Daniel Card Introduction in to CTF - FOR ALL!

1430

Yanna P
- Between a lock and a hard place:
visions of the security industry from the
Victorian era to the present.

1500

Beverley - A Talk on IoT Devices their
Vulnerabilities and Potential Exploits

1530

Cyber_Scott - Low cost security
hardening. Blue teaming very low
budget hardware.

1600
1630

1700

[No Workshop scheduled for the
afternoon session ]
f

End of Workshop Track

COFFEE
David Lodge - Hacking reimaged retro
computers
Closing Plenary - Mark C.
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KEYNOTE
Dan Cuthbert (09:15 - 10:15)
Choose hacking.
Choose pwnage.
Choose endless travel to crap hotels and data centres.
Choose highs of popping the Domain Controller.
Choose the lows of Friday reporting.
Choose sensible clothes for sensible clients.
Choose not in scope.
Choose your tools being used for evil.
Choose bug bounties.
Choose the greatest f***ing job in the world.
Choose to have some responsibility and see where we need to go.
Choose infosec...
Daniel Cuthbert - @dcuthbert - Head of Cybersecurity Research
Dan is a leading expert in cybersecuirty - from working on the OWASP
ASVS, taking part in the Blackhat review board, to being inserparable from
a Leica. Follow Dan's noises as they lead our way to seeing a better future.
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TRACK 1
HERRINGBONE SUITE (1ST FLOOR)

BUILDINGA DATA DRIVEN APPSEC
PROGRAMME WITHKILN
Dan Murphy (10:30 - 11:30)
Adding security tools to your CI pipeline is a big win. It gives you useful
information and ensures that these tools are run on every application build.
But more often than not, the output from these tools stays in pipeline build
log. So if you aren?t breaking the build every time you find something worth
investigating, you?re relying on people checking for findings in the build log.
To make matters worse, you don?t get an aggregated view of this
information.
In this talk, I?ll explain how you can leverage open source security tools in
both your CI pipeline and as part of manual code reviews, make sure that
data is visible to both your engineering teams as well as your security
team, and collect their output so you can ask questions like ?Has that piece
of training we delivered resulted in a reduction in certain types of security
findings?? or ?Where should we focus our efforts to reduce risk fastest??

ACCOUNT SHOPS, CREDENTIAL STUFFING, AND
DUMPS. A LOOK AT A MICROCOSM OF THE
CYBERCRIME ECOSYSTEM
Darren Martyn (11:30 - 12:30)
In an era of routine breaches of credential data, and the wide availability of
commodity credential stuffing toolkits, a whole business has sprung up
around conducting and monetising these attacks.
This talk will serve as a partial introduction to this, showing the different
"business models" that have sprung up, how the attacks are conducted,
and provide some ideas towards how these attacks can be somewhat
curtailed by looking at the ecosystem not just from a technical angle, but
also from a business/economic angle.
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CONFESSIONS OF A 90'S
HACKER SCENE
Glenn Pegden (12:30 - 13:30)
Whilst there have been some heroic efforts to record the hacker culture of
yesteryear, very little has every been documented about the 1990s UK
scene, bar a handful of headline grabbing hacks. This talk aims to rectify
that taking people on a whistlestop tour of everything from Analogue GSM
phone phreaking & BT Phone Cards to Warez Trafficking and Voicemail
hacking through stops as varied as Imperial College's Internet Relay
Services, Morecambe Public Library and the Trinidad and Tobago Tourist
Office, to hopefully give a flavour of what the UK "Underground BBS
Scene" was like.
Part historic record, part cautionary tail about us failing to learn from our
mistakes, hopefully there is something for everyone, whether lived through
it or are just interested in some previously untold bits of Hacker History.

A RAINBOW OF GREY
Dan Smart (15:00 - 15:30)
We're all at different points in our understanding of various security
topics.At Booking.com, we're trying to demystify and enable the teams to
take ownership of the security of their products.
This is the story of how the Manchester offices have been breaking down
the OWASP Top 10 and teaching the testers in the teams how to hack in
order to take the skills and knowledge back to their teams.And, ultimately,
lead the charge towards better secured products.
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ROGUE
Neil Lines (15:30 - 16:00)
In 2014, one of the largest data breaches ever recorded in the UK, bank
details, salaries, national insurance details, dates of birth and addresses
of nearly hundred thousand UK employees were posted on a data sharing
website by a single rogue employee.
This talk will demonstrate bypass techniques for typical enterprise
controls, including were required privilege escalation processes combined
with exfiltration techniques.
The aim is to help educate by clearly demonstrating weakness which are
commonly overlooked.

ACADEMIA IS FAILINGINFOSECHOW INDUSTRY CAN HELP
Callum Lake (16:30 - 17:00)
Many Students feel as if their degree fails to prepare them for the wider
Information Security world. Outside of their degree, what can be done to
help them be better prepared?
This talk presents a student's perspective on what the industry can do to
help students more.
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TRACK 2
DENIM ROOM (2NDFLOOR)

INTRODUCINGOFFICE 365
ATTACK TOOLKIT
Rio Sherri (10:30 - 11:30)
During our red team operations, we frequently come in contact with
organisations using Office 365. The present tooling targeted at this
environment is somewhat limited meaning that development is often
required during engagements.
To better prepare ourselves for these environments, we developed a toolkit
specifically aimed at Office 365. In this talk we will explore the toolkit
features that can assist Red Teamers during operations where Office 365
is in heavy use.

CONFESSIONS OF A
LOCK COLLECTOR
Steve 'a8n_pub' Wilson (11:30 - 12:30)
Steve's lock collection has grown significantly over the past year.
Kickstarted by a visit to LockCon 2019, and followed up by an extensive
spending spree on eBay, he's collected a number of locks, both new and
old, from around the world. This talk will be a picture-heavy whistle-stop
tour through some of the more rare and interesting locks he's managed to
pick up during his travels [or just lazily got shipped to his house ;-p].
In addition to the pretty pictures, he'll do his best to cover some of the
history, design features, and any weaknesses or known attacks against
them. Should you want to know more, or get your hands on them, the rest
of the day he'll mostly be hanging out in the lock picking village, and should
have all the locks from the talk [and many more] with him.
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THE QUANTUM ZONE
Dr. Freya Wilson and Dr. Anne Ghesquiere
(14:00 - 16:00)
With 'Quantum' repeatedly making the news in security, we present a two
hour session with two talks given and Q&A opportunities with two quantum
physicists with backgrounds in security from the University of Leeds.
Quantum Computing - from Algorithms to Supremacy, what's actually
going on?
With its recent announcement, Google took one step further towards
"quantum supremacy". But what do progress in quantum computing mean
for encryption? From chip to algorithm, let us have a quick look at quantum
computing and its implications for day-to-day cryptography.
The Quantum Threat and Quantum Cryptography
We'll discuss what quantum cryptography is, whether we need to be
worried about the 'quantum threat', how we are currently proposing to deal
with is and whether these solutions will work.
Dr. Anne Ghesquiere is a quantum physicist, with expertise in quantum
entanglement and quantum key distribution.
Dr. Freya Wilson is a pentester at Claranet with a Ph.D. in quantum
cryptography.

PHINEAS FISHER
Jake ORGLeeds (16:30 - 17:00)
The story of Phineas Fisher is well known, but the details are often
forgotten. Let's take a deep dive into the Phineas Fisher hacks!
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CODE GRAZER Ltd. is a Leeds-based, enthusiastic InfoSec company which
provides essential security services dedicated to the improvement and
protection of private companies, their data, assets and members. We
mainly serve the internal infrastructure and Internet-facing web
applications. Making good use of our experience, we are proud to offer a
quick turnaround in scoping and reporting, thorough vulnerability
investigation at the highest quality standards and honest web security
recommendations. Prices are attractive and verification tests are free.
Our services include: Internal Penetration Tests, Web Application and
Mobile Security Assessments, IoT Devices and Hardware Security
Assessment, Firewall Reviews and Phishing Campaigns.
"Munching on your code - good for us, good for you!"
Contact us at:
Penetration Tester: Dr. Ana-Maria Popescu
Email: ana.popescu@codegrazer.com
Website: www.codegrazer.com

TRACK 3
WOOL ROOM (2NDFLOOR)

A BRIEF HISTORY OF
ANTI-PIRACY
Rael Sasiak-Rushby (10:30 - 11:30)
Just as many of you attack and defend systems or develop the next great
way to secure assets, media is in a constant battle to protect the content it
provides.
This talk will cover the various technical and non-technical ways the film,
streaming and game industries have protected their content.
Where relevant, I'll discuss how each previous iteration has been broken
or seceded and what, if anything, can be done by content providers in the
future.

ALL ABOUT KAZAA
Tom Hargreaves (11:30 - 12:30)
How we reverse-engineered and re-implemented everyone's favourite
malware-cum-filesharing app of the early 2000s.

MiNTYNET.COM
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INTRODUCTION IN TOCTF
- FOR ALL!
Matthew Haynes & Daniel Card (14:00 - 14:30)
Capture The Flag games are not just for pentester and blackhats. A CTF
should be for everyone! And can make all of us better at our professions.
This talk wil lbe of interest to
-

SOC analysts,
Incident Responders
System Administrators
And many more!

Remember the most important thing: CTFs are there to have fun!

BETWEEN A LOCK ANDA HARDPLACE:
VISIONS OF THE SECURITY INDUSTRY FROM
THE VICTORIAN ERA TOTHE PRESENT
Yanna P (14:30 - 15:00)
This talk is based on an ongoing research on the history of the security
industry, the role of lockpicking and their link to modern day security.
The talk will start with a brief history of the security industry in the UK and
how security companies influenced popular understandings of crime. It will
move on to the role of lockpicking, the Victorian lockpicking competitions
and their impact on lock-making companies, and the public?s perceptions
of security and technology.
The talk will end with some thoughts on the parallels between
cybersecurity and the security industry of yore for those who at that time
are still awake.
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A TALK ON IOT DEVICES THEIR
VULNERABILITIES ANDPOTENTIAL
EXPLOITS
Beverley (15:00 - 15:30)
The Internet of things (IoT) is the next big thing in the world of technology.
An evolutionary step which is providing us with ambient access to the
Internet. From weather reports, shopping, bank transfers, to the monitoring
of our children. IoT devices are promising us a freedom from mundanity, if
we allow them to take over the organizing and ordering of our lives. But
with great freedoms comes great responsibilities, like the responsibility to
ensure that IoT devices are safe.
In this talk I will walk you through the vulnerabilities contained in IoT
devices, while showing you how your devices can be exploited.

LOW COST SECURITY HARDENING. BLUE
TEAMINGVERY LOW BUDGET HARDWARE
Cyber_Scott (15:30 - 16:00)
This talk explores a selection of low cost household/automotive hardware
hacked to bolster information security. This draws heavily on IoT, Linux
ad-hoc sensors and cryptography.
Some examples of Yubi and similar low cost IoT Crypto hardware use may
appear. Pi?s and optocouplers will put in an appearance. Graphic images
of Smoke Alarm innards will be shown.
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HACKINGRE-IMAGED RETRO
COMPUTERS
David Lodge (16:30 - 17:00)
In the past few years a number of companies have released their own
versions of retro computers, these have varied from community run to
official releases with company backing. Most of these are locked down
Linux boxen running a popular emulator.
Spending five minutes with one of these shows how poor most 80s games
are, so what?s more fun? Working out how these work, proving what they
run and how to manipulate the firmware.
This talk will include lots of photos of circuit boards, hexdumps and, more
importantly, snippets of Z80 and 6502 code.
Retro consoles covered will include the ZX Vega and C64 mini. Retro
computing drama will be avoided.

Cyjax was formed in 2012. Working
closely with the financial sector, we
developed technologies and
methodologies to help stem the
advance of digital threats impacting
banks and consumers around the world.
We quickly established ourselves as a
leading provider of cyber threat
intelligence capabilities across all
industry verticals, a journey we continue today.
Cyjax helps companies build effective threat intelligence solutions to
tackle the ever-growing number of digital threats that organizations and
people face today.
A multi-award winning provider, Cyjax is a proud sponsor of BSides
Leeds 2020!
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GOLD SPONSOR
PAGE

Con t act Det ails: Ju lia Bialek
Head of GDPR Con f er en ces

Em ail:ju lia.bialek @gdpr -con f er en ce.eu
Websit e: w w w.gdpr -con f er en ce.eu

WORKSHOPS
CORDUROY ROOM (4THFLOOR)

FIRMWARE EXTRACTION WITH
OPEN SOURCE TOOLS
C00kie (10:30 - 12:30)
At the core of every IoT device is its firmware. Detailed security
assessment of devices starts with obtaining a copy of the firmware. The
firmware can then be statically analyzed or dynamically. Several
techniques exist for firmware extraction.
This workshop takes participants through a low level firmware extraction
process which is easy to perform and doesn?t require expensive hardware.
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VILLAGES

CAR HACKINGVILLAGE
Village Schedule:
10:30 - 10:50 - From an ?IVI in a box?to a
?CAR in a box - Ian Tabor @mintynet (updated for
2020)
1230 - 1400 - Lunch
14:00 - 14:20 - Into to Car Hacking, the
basics and the mods - Colin Urquart
@cossiecol
16:00 - Hacking Over
Between talks the 'CAR in a box' and 'Frankie' will be available to hack.
There is a limited supply of nano-can pcb's to build your own cheap can
device,
full details on github.com/mintynet/nano-can
Thanks to Noel Lowden from Harper Shaw for bringing 'Frankie'
Also thanks to Robert Leale and the Car Hacking Village team for the
support and promotion given.
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MENTAL HEALTH
VILLAGE
Mental Health is an incredibly
important subject. It is a sad
statistical certainty that everyone will
experience some sort of mental
illness at some point in their lives either directly, or manifest in
someone important to them that they
love and care about. Whilst we are
becoming more aware of what
problems these can be, and tread
down the infinite quest for solutions
of all kinds, it is another forlorn fact
that many of us are ill-equipped to deal with mental health issues, either in
ourselves or others.
A devastating outcome of this is that we fail to talk about mental health in
any meaningful way, either in our social circles or in the wider community.
The aim of the Mental Health Village at BSides Leeds is to improve
awareness and spread information about mental health, in the hope that
we can promote better, more useful and helpful conversations about
mental health, and offer safe, constructive spaces in which people can
begin to understand the issues.
We will be offering talks and workshops on Mental Wellbeing, as well as
the 'Chill out' room just next door in the Bobbin Gallery!
Organized by Lizzy Higgins, AKA @malwareowl
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CAREER HACKING
VILLAGE
Career Hacking Village ? a UK first!
This village, being run by Shirin Fahri of MDSec and Rosie Anderson of
Outsource UK Recruitment, will allow our plentiful students and
new-to-infosec professionals the chance to up their CV and interview
game, network, and get information about getting into the industry ? also
featuring a CTF challenge with 1st prize being a voucher for a sort after
place on The Web Application Hackers Handbook Course sponsored by
MDSec.
NB - Please be aware the prize voucher will only be sent to a valid
ac.co.uk email account to ensure that the village is helping the infosec
ecosystem by giving a graduate an opportunity to get some valuable
training for their portfolio.
Village Schedule
10:30am ? 11:30am -Workshop 1 ? Security Focussed CV Writing
Workshops
11:30am ? 12:30am ?Workshop 2 ? Building a Pen Test Portfolio
2pm ? 3pm Drop Ins and 1 on 1 advice - Suitable for students and
experienced professionals as well as any hiring managers looking or
struggling to hire.
3:15 ? 4:15pm Interview Panel with Industry Interviewing Community ?
Your chance to get interview tips, tricks and advice from industry experts
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LOCKPICKINGVILLAGE
Amateur locksmiths, Steve Wilson (@a8n_pub), and Tim Wilkes
(@TimmehWimmy) are bringing a selection of locks and tools along to
introduce people to some of the basics of lock technologies, with a view to
manipulation and bypass. There should be a good selection from the most
trivially simple, to the most fiendishly difficult to bypass. So, expect some
demos, some training, improvised tools, some practice, and, quite
probably significant amounts of frustration and swearing.
Oh, and yes, there will be handcuffs... ;-)
As a side note: if people have their own tools or locks they'd like to bring
along - please feel free. It never hurts to have more kit to practice with.
Established in 2000, ECSC is the UK's longest running full-service cyber
security information provider. With Security Operations Centres operating
in both the UK and Australia, we specialise in 24/7/365 security breach
detection.
As a rapidly growing company in a dynamic sector, ECSC is always
interested in hearing from individuals who are keen to develop their skills
and knowledge in cyber security. We offer a paid training programme
aimed at undergrads with continuous progression, working alongside our
SOC engineers. ECSC prides itself on
developing your current knowledge no
matter if you?re just starting off in Cyber
security or you?ve been in this field for a
number of years.
We have a range of roles in our Security
Operations Centre, along with other
field-based opportunities. We are always
keen to hear from experienced Penetration
Testers, Developers and Consultants.
ECSC is proud to be a silver sponsor of
BSides Leeds 2020!
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THANK YOU!
There are many people to thank for helping make this event possible! So here is
a list of people who get a thumbs up from @Large Cardinal!
ORGANISATION:
The following people have had significant input in the running of the event:
Mark Carney (@LargeCardinal) (Primary Organiser)
Cooper (@Ministraitor) (AV Wizard!)
Dawid Hetmanczyk (@insomnious0x01) (Website)
Chlöe Ungar (@InfosecChlobo) (Web Design / Programme)
G00NS:
The wonderful volunteers who helped to make the event work on the day:
Katie Fletcher ? Callum Lake ? Rohan Stevenson ? Anaas ? Matthew Place ?
PassionPoint - Saj ? Jack Daniel ? Jake Goode ? Daniel N ? Chlöe Ungar ?
Zach B ? Tom Barber ? Eime ? Andrew Cumming ? Clio, Tamonten ? Andy
Murray ? Harvey Baxter ? Dawid ? Emelie ? James Boland ? Jon Stockill ?
Bobbi Holding-Brown ? Fligg
SPONSORS:
Platinum: Sky Betting and Gaming
Gold: Vindler ITalents Academy ? Vindler ? Pentest Partners ? Code Grazer
Silver: MintyNet ? ECSC ? Cyjax
Community: Steelcon
OTHER:
Chris Ratcliffe (For providing pogramme photos)
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